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Digital versus screen printing – or how a manufacturer of custom input systems learned to leverage the
strengths of two processes.
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printable materials is practically limitless:
Buchen in southern Germany is home to
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quite a lot of preparatory work: first, the
design is created. Then it is colour-separa-
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films that go to make a screen mesh. Next
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arrived like this: “Mr Beckert, could you
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limited compared to screen printing.

deliver this changed colour design for our
new input device by tomorrow? There is a
trade show coming up and we need a
prototype to show visitors”. Research into
the feasibility of providing this rapid
turnaround ended with investment in a
technology never before used at the
printing plant in Buchen im Odenwald.

Doubting workforce
A murmur went through the workforce at
the news of this ominous addition to the
machinery. Differences in quality between
the various printing processes used by
Hoffmann + Krippner for specialised applications were simply too great. Would
this really be a wise investment in the
future?

Custom-made keypad foils are a speciality of Hoffmann + Krippner.

That is, unless you can find a manufacturer
whose machines deliver results that
seasoned screen printing experts can
barely distinguish from their own product.
“We found exactly this manufacturer in
swissQprint, and with that a digital printing
machine of corresponding quality: the
Oryx 2”, says Thomas Krekeler, Director of
Sales & Marketing at Hoffmann + Krippner.

Striking digital print quality
The swissQprint large-format printer
operates with a maximum resolution of
1080×1080 dpi. That is sufficient for the
thinnest lines, colours and shapes. Its
droplet volume is 14 or 9 picolitres, with
individual droplets measuring just
0.045 mm. “To speak of size here sounds
ridiculous”, laughs Thomas Krekeler,
adding: “But in terms of droplet output
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